Daniel Jackson: An Introduction to James Vitz-Wong’s “Incorporeality”
There are a huge variety of ways to talk about and engage with James’ piece,
Incorporeality. With this introduction I want to contextualize the project a bit, and suggest
a couple of frameworks in which to think about the piece.
We could just spend two hours talking about the actors’ performances, I thought they
were pretty good.
“Immersive Theater” is something of a buzzword right now, and has been for the past
few years. Really, immersive theater has existed probably as long as theater has, but
“immersive” is kind of a slippery idea. The theater company Punchdrunk’s Sleep No
More is often pointed to as the progenitor of a renaissance for immersive theater, which,
okay it is, but essentially it’s a play that’s been spread out so the audience can’t see all
of it at one time. The audience can move through space and direct their attention, but
can’t influence the outcome of what they’re watching.
In James’ show, the audience are an integral part of the performance, shaping the
narrative as they observe and interact.
The clearest example of this is the opening “scene” of Incorporeality, when the Clive
Bonner (Incorporeality’s CEO) and Dr. Miranda Rose Weisberg, deliver expository
monologues about the company and what it does, then open to questions from the
audience. The audience can ask whatever questions they want, in or out of character as
prospective employees, and Dr bleep bloop and Dr. bloop bleep answer their questions.
The scene is fundamentally different each time it occurs. Incorporeality is a machine
designed to produce questions that make us think about mortality and consciousness,
rather than a treatise on mortality and consciousness.
The narrative of Incorporeality is classic science fiction (although the startup Nectome
offers a waiting list to upload your brain in a process that’s 100 percent fatal). The titular
corporation in Incorporeality uploads consumers’ brains to a network where they live out
eternity in a sort of digital paradise, but their procedures have dark secrets. The
narrative of the piece is activated by the audience’s role as prospective employees, and
the choices each audience member makes during the performance. In every
performance the audience is implicated as a spectator, observer, witness, whatever, but
in Incorporeality there’s an opportunity for the audience to examine their own complicity
and perhaps take action. Or be a good prospective employee. So, Incorporeality is a
machine designed to make us question our roles as observers, employees, and potential
actors, rather than a treatise on the evils of corporate science.
There were characters I didn’t meet, and scenes I didn’t experience, as there would be
in any immersive/distributed experiential narrative, but each performance was also
fundamentally different and ended in a different place as well. I think an important part of
the piece is debriefing (with each other) afterwards, and that to fully experience the piece
requires finding out what other people experienced, which I look forward to doing today.
Also, if we care about James’ opinion, we should try to focus the critique on the event
itself, rather than the documentation, which might be tough, but there you go.
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Artist Statement:
James VitzWong is a multidisciplinary performer and designer from Seattle, WA,
pursuing an MFA in Performance and Composition at CalArts. James previously studied
classical bass and electronic composition at Oberlin Conservatory, and currently focuses on live
digital processing, improvisation, dance, and interactivity.
With sound, James crafts soundscapes by layering double bass and voice with digital
effects. The music is both unfamiliar and welcoming – these places have never existed, yet
there are footprints.
With movement, James uses spatial awareness as a method of communication. A body
can see where another body is without looking, feel how they emote without asking, dance in
response without thinking.
With visuals, James constructs representations of physical realities disrupted by
emergent chaos. The footage has a presence, but it crumbles with a single breath.
With narrative, James wants to know how participant would behave as a character. If you
discover that the path splits up ahead, you also notice that there is a path and you are still on it.
Abstract:
Vitae Incorporeal [working title] presents a push for a virtual utopia, the datamining and
trafficking utilized, and the resulting physical and mental dysphoria. The story is set inside a
neurotechnology facility that has developed an unethical method of transplanting human
consciousness from one human to another, with a false promise of immortality. The project
takes the form of a “chooseyourown adventure” style performance that encourages audience
members to solve puzzles and improvise along with performers as everyone moves through
various sites. Many interactive mechanisms are at play: actors improvising in conversation with
participants, multiple physical rooms with reactive audio and visuals, and variable outcomes
based on audience input.
Project Description:
Rather than presenting an audience with an explicit storyline, Vitae Incorporeal places
participants inside of a functional environment and welcomes them to discover, activate, and
witness events as they unfold. This nonlinear approach can be experienced as an open world,
where participants engage in authentic decisionmaking as characters alongside performers.
This format is a continuation of experiments in interactivity that I have been working with
for the past three years. Each project shares and invites participants to explore the elements as
deep as they dare, without explicitly defining actions or limits. In a concert titled Together, We
Are Fiction, dancers created simple movement patterns that surrounded the music and story,
allowing for the audience to learn and improvise indistinguishably. In these settings, the
performance of music and nonpedestrian movement interacts diegetically with the narrative,

blending realism and abstraction. I also experimented with surprise outdoor performance in a
piece called A→B, immersing an unsuspecting friend in a theatrical narrative in order to witness
her authentic decisions in context.
Vitae Incorporeal will take place across multiple rooms and hallways, to be traversed by
participants and performers. Each performance will start with a small audience (about a dozen)
in a waiting room with corporate video propaganda. Here, they may choose collectively or
individually to leave the room enticed by outside action, or stay and await further instruction.
This opening will be very a important moment for participants to realize the agency in their own
decisions. For example, those who leave the waiting room will meet a character trying to escape
the malicious corporation, and those who stay will be brought to the processing chamber being
run by that corporation. Any point presents new possible decisions that a participant can make.
The plot design necessarily puts the participant in the position of a new character. The
corporation is welcoming new clients for their immortality technology, which promises to transfer
your memory and consciousness into a virtual utopia. Unbeknownst to the public, this
corporation has been technically unsuccessful at the transfer to the digital realm, and is instead
harvesting human bodies to host clients’ minds. These hosts are humans who are non
consensually captured and mindwiped, then sedated and put into a dreamstate when the new
consciousness is plugged in.
While this narrative is very much a science fiction setting, digital immortality is not a new
concept. There are a number of companies developing and actively using technology that stores
and analyzes human memory data as a way to save a person’s likeness forever. At the moment,
this involves synthesizing an avatar that will learn to behave as the original human would, such
that it can carry out tasks on in place of the human and live on without the human. While these
breakthroughs are important to humankind’s everdesired fantasy of immortality, they do not
solve the issue of the consciousness’s attachment to the human body. Copying memories is
great, but where does perception go when someone dies, and how can that be transferred to a
new permanent location?
Performance and Materials:
Vitae Incorporeal will be devised by many artists from widespread backgrounds,
including a new experimental theater ensemble named Colectivo Sin Fronteras. Developing the
project in collaboration will harness strengths in scriptwriting, setbuilding, video and virtual
reality art, choreography, acting, and sounddesign. Additionally, this process will serve to build
a believable, complex and, comprehensive experiential world.
Many logistical systems will drive the performance. While the story is not locked to a
timeline, key events will need be activated and executed with synchronicity in multiple locations.
A central communication channel will be in place, which can take form of communication
headsets, where actors can speak to each other in character. The audience might be alone for
certain portions, but they will not be unseen. Cameras in each room will provide an
alltoofamiliar awareness of surveillance, while also providing performers and directors with
information for commands.
Each room has a distinct purpose in the storytelling, whether it is recruitment of new
clients, a holding cell for human hosts, or a processing chamber for the transplant of a new self.

Thus, each room will behave as a separate installation, with characteristics that aid the delivery
of the plot. While maintaining a diegetic quality, video art will be present in almost each space.
These videos can act as introductory presentation material for the company’s technology, or as
visual output/byproduct of a mechanical device.
Audience interaction will be integrated through various mediums, the most present of
which will be characters’ direct conversation with participants. But even when the audience is
alone, there will be puzzles to solve and interact with. By carefully designing the semiotic
relationship of props and sets, a participant might discover that a disregarded nametag might
work as a keycard. Even the presence of a body and its motion can subtly affect the mechanism
in a room. These interactions will range from obvious and pedestrian to discreet and specific.
For the sake of maintaining an immersive consistency, these interactions will not be directly
advertised, rather left to be discovered. It will be important to find balances of density and
complexity of interactions, so as to create the illusion of a fully openworld.
Improvisation is a key component of maintaining the character of the performance.
Actors will be required to stay in character and provide participants with subtle implications to
steer the audience towards meaningful events, without defining boundaries. Because the plot
takes place continuously throughout multiple spaces, traversing between locations will
necessitate moving through public spaces. While this has a high potential for disrupting the
immersive nature of the performance, performers will work to recontextualize locations and
pathways, and find ways to work with participants who are off course intentionally or
unintentionally.
Attached is an interactive storyboard, sampling a possible action/outcome flowchart.
tinyurl.com/viflowchart

Materials:
Reservations for 35 rooms (waiting room, processing chamber, control room, holding
cell, etc)
24 projectors and sound systems
Radio communication devices
Security/USB cameras
VR system
Costumes (lab coats, hospital gowns, ID cards, business suits, hazmat suits)
Minimally intrusive sets for certain rooms
Schedule:
T 10 weeks: team building and world setting, reservations of rooms
T 9 weeks: design/character development
T 8 weeks: rehearsals/prop development
T 7 weeks: content recording/filming
T 6 weeks: rehearsals/set design
T 5 weeks: rehearsals/committing devices
T 4 weeks: finalize characters and event storyboard
T 3 weeks: audience interaction playtesting/finalizing tech devices/content
T 2 weeks(spring break?): full rehearsals
T 1 week: tech rehearsal
Thursday, Friday, Saturday 8pm10pm, 30min performances
Previous work:
Canvas Extrusion (2017, WaveCave) – interactive 3D volumetric display installation,
projected into a cube of hanging string <https://photos.app.goo.gl/syLayNraGTRgks1E3>
Red Dots • Black Holes (Paola Escobar, 2017) – actor, dancer, musician in a decoupled
flamenco concert <https://photo.calarts.edu/gallery/paolaescobarmfathesis3152017>
A → B (2017, Arroyo Park Drive Paseo) – experiment in surprise guerrilla performance
for an audience of one, participant as character, recontextualizing a preexisting outdoor space
<https://photos.app.goo.gl/KUCoryFOXpC46MeS2>
Yard Sale! (2016) – experiment in occupying a public space with interactive performance
art, direct relationship to the audience <https://photos.app.goo.gl/KUCoryFOXpC46MeS2>
Together, We Are Fiction (2015) – musical concert augmented by interactive dance
patterns, nonlinear wordless narrative <https://vimeo.com/163476592>
cordyceps
https://vimeo.com/93326614
Render
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aMVkFDRLrJw

